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Abstract Ethylene gas is burnt and the soot generated is

sampled thermophoretically at different heights along the

flame axis starting from a region close to the root of the

flame. The morphology and crystallinity of the particle are

recorded using high resolution transmission electron

microscopes. The hardness of a single particle is measured

using a nanoindenter. The frictional resistance and material

removal of a particle are measured using an atomic force

microscope. The particles present in the mid-flame region

are found to have a crystalline shell. The ones at the flame

root are found to be highly disordered and the ones at the

flame tip and above have randomly distributed pockets of

short range order. The physical state of a particle is found

to relate, but not very strongly, with the mechanical and

tribological properties of the particles.

Keywords Single particle � Carbon � Soot structure �
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1 Introduction

At the present level of automobile technology, emission of

soot from combustion in diesel engines appears to be an

inevitability. Engine soot have been recognized to con-

tribute to the wear of engine components; cylinder and cam

tappet assembly. Considering that internal combustion

engines play such an important role in industry investiga-

tive research of the parametric influences of particle size,

agglomeration, oil viscosity, additives, surfactant as well as

chemistry and electrical properties of particles on wear as

well as into the wear mechanism have not perhaps been as

extensive as it is deserved.

It is generally held [1–26] that the presence of soot

particles in a zone of tribological contact is responsible for

an enhanced wear of the mating surfaces. Investigations

have been done examining real engine components where

the soot is present in base oils which carry dispersants,

detergents, anti-wear additives, friction modifiers and EP

additives. A number of works have also been reported

where different tribometric contacts [1–8], which used

engine oil soot [9, 10] as well as soots suspended in a

variety of solvents with and without additives [8, 11, 12],

have been examined to investigate different mechanisms

which may be held responsible for this enhancement of

wear. Based on these studies it emerges that the wear may

be related principally to abrasion [1, 2, 8, 13–17] of a softer

component by the harder soot particles. Some workers have

also reported wear by adhesion [10, 12] and by a polishing

mechanism [6, 8]. Soot has been reported to embed on the

mating surfaces by mechanical indentation [8] or a chem-

ical mechanism [5, 8, 18–20] where especially the non-

graphitic soot etches out the additive induced boundary

film to preferentially transport hard soot particle to active

sites. This two body abrasion may be modulated by a

beneficial enhancement of viscosity [9, 21, 22] and a

concomitant increase in the liquid film thickness [21, 22] at

contact due to fine soot dispersions in the liquid. The three

body effect reduces friction and wear. In real engines the

beneficial tribological effects of additive have been sug-

gested [8, 23] to be partially marginalized as they are taken

out of action by being chemi-adsorbed on the soot particles

[1, 8, 11–13, 24]. An additional contributory factor is

geometric. Hindrances related to particle/agglomerate size

in the entrainment (contact) zone when the particle size is
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large, may cause liquid lubrication starvation [2, 6, 25, 26]

leading to high wear and high friction.

In this complex scenario where many opposed effects,

principally observed empirically, combine to make up

the aggregate impact of soot on wear there has been a

limited emphasis on the structure and morphology of the

soot particles as they take part in tribology at contact.

Different combustion materials and processes using dif-

ferent fuels are known [23, 27, 28] to generate particles

of varying structure, as well as a variety of mechanical

and chemical properties. There are some references in

previous works [8, 22, 29] to the effects of a priori

physical and chemical structures on soot tribology but

limited information is available on how such structure

relate to mechanical properties and how such structures

promote specific aggregations at contact, induced by

tribological stresses. We address the latter in our next

communication while the present paper focuses on the

effect of size, morphology, and crystallography of soot

particles on their mechanical strength and frictional

properties, as the structure of soot is systematically

varied experimentally.

1.1 Previous High Resolution Transmission Electron

Microscopy (HRTEM) Studies

The major characterization of the flame soot particles

is done by HRTEM and electron diffraction [30–35].

Palotas et al. [30] utilized HRTEM images to extract

some of the key structural properties of soot like inter-

planar spacing, circularity, orientation, elongation, and

length distribution of lattice fringes by adopting proper

image analysis technique. Zhu et al. [31] analyzed the

HRTEM images along with other scanning electron

microscope (SEM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD) data to

extract the structural information of C60-fullerene. From

their analysis they found traces of both graphitic and

amorphous carbon in their samples. Chen et al. [32]

utilized the HRTEM technique to characterize ultrafine

soot aggregates derived from combustion fuels to show

the basic structural units of these carbonaceous products

to mainly consist of several parallel stacked graphitic

layers with interlayer spacing larger than that of pure

graphite. Wentzel et al. [33] in their study had combined

with HRTEM data numerical simulation to determine

fractal properties, particle structure and aerosol dynamics

of different soot particles. Using HRTEM characteriza-

tion technique, Song et al. [34] investigated the depen-

dence of soot nanostructure on the processing conditions

employed for soot production. They explored the corre-

lation of soot nanostructure and the oxidative reactivity

of the particles with the possible coalescence of heavy

polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and/or additions of

light acetylene blocks. Following their HRTEM investi-

gation, Ishiguro et al. [35] proposed a double structure

model of the diesel soot particles. According to them,

these are ‘primary’ spherical particles which join to form

chain-like aggregates (secondary particles) in the emitted

soot particles. Primary particle has an inner core which

is more disordered and amorphous and an outer shell

which is more graphitic.

1.2 Present Study

To enable controlled variations of the physical and geo-

metric parameters which define a soot particle a flame is

generated in the laboratory by burning ethylene gas and the

particles are extracted thermophoretically (see Appendix 1)

from different thermal zones of the flame. The laboratory

oriented work dictated the choice of a gaseous fuel ethyl-

ene to generate the flame. The soot generated from the fuel

mainly consists of blocks of acetylene and PAH molecules

besides other unsaturated hydrocarbons and polyacetylenes

[28]. The particles are characterized by electron diffraction

in HRTEM. We measure the hardness of a single soot

particle in a nanoindenter and relate the morphological and

hardness data to friction and wear we record using an

atomic force microscope (AFM).

2 Experimental Details

2.1 Soot Production

In our study for soot formation we used a diffusion flame

burner similar to Santoro burner [36]. A customized

equipment (Ducom Pvt. Ltd.) was built to generate soot

and to collect samples thermophoretically [37–43]. A

7.5 cm diffusion flame is made by combusting an ethylene

fuel and air mixture in a modified version of the Sontoro

burner [36]. In diesel engine the root and mid-flame regions

of such a flame may be expected to be in the combustion

chamber while the forward section of the flame approaches

the cylinder head. The burner is kept in a sealed enclosure.

The fuel air mixture ratio is controlled by mass flow con-

trollers (Alborg Instruments and Controls Inc., Orangeburg,

USA) fitted to each gas line. The sample collection is

controlled automatically by driving three pneumatic cyl-

inders, sequentially, one of which carries a tongue incor-

porated with a transmission electron microscope (TEM)

grid of 3.05 mm diameter and 0.15 mm thickness. This

allows control of total sampling time and grid exposure

time with millisecond resolution. The burner platform is

moved vertically by a stepper motor to allow the collecting

tongue to have access to different vertical locations in the

flame, h (distance from the flame root).
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2.2 Experimental and Analytical Procedures

2.2.1 Transmission Electron Microscopy Study

For the TEM study, the soot particles are collected directly

on a 200 mesh TEM Cu grid coated with a 10 nm thin

carbon layer (Pelco International, A division of Tedpella,

Inc. USA). The grids are exposed to the central part of the

flame for a few milliseconds for each sampling, at different

locations of the central axis of the flame. The location is

marked as height, h above the flame root. We also collected

particles outside the flame, 8 cm above the flame tip. This

position is designated as exhaust.

Structural and other related studies were carried out

using two TEMs; (1) the Tecnai F-30 (FEI Inc., USA) is a

300 kV TEM equipped with a Schottky field emission

source and a point–point resolution of 2.2 Å and (2) the

Tecnai T-20 is a 200 kV TEM with a W-source and an

ultra high resolution pole piece with a point–point resolu-

tion of 1.9 Å.

HRTEM images were processed using image analysis

software ImageJ. The images were digitized and saved in

Tiff format of size 1,024 9 1,024, 8 bit, grayscale format.

The image was then converted to frequency domain by fast

Fourier transform (FFT), where it was filtered through

3.3–4.5 Å bandwidth followed by an inverse FFT of the

image. Now, the filtered image was converted into a two

phase image by setting a threshold brightness value and

then converted to a binary image. The binary image was

then further smoothened and eroded. This processed image

is considered for fringe analysis. The interplanar spacings

(d002) obtained, by refined image analysis and by direct

extraction from HRTEM image profile, match well.

2.2.2 Nanoindentation and Lateral Force Measurement

by AFM

Lateral force measurements (LFMs) were performed in an

AFM ‘‘Innova’’ (Veeco, Santa Barbara, USA) using rect-

angular shaped diamond-like carbon (DLC) coated canti-

levers of 5 N/m stiffness (Veeco, Santa Barbara, USA).

The radius of the spherical apex of the tip was maintained

at approximately 20 nm. SEM and silicon grating imaging

were used periodically to check the integrity of the tip

radius. The cantilever normal stiffness was calibrated by

methods of dimensioning [44] and thermal vibration [45].

All the experiments were done in the ambient. Before the

start of each experiment the tip was cleaned in an Ultra

Violet chamber (Bioforce Nanoscience, USA) for 15 min.

To enable lateral force study on a single particle the

particle needed to be anchored to the substrate. Particles

collected from the flame on silicon wafer were suspended

in n-hexane (99.9% pure Sigma Aldrich) in a 3% w/v ratio.

The suspension was sonicated for 20 min in an ultrasoni-

cator bath. A drop of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA)

(molecular weight of the order of 495,000) dissolved in

chloroform (CHCl3, 99% pure, Sigma Aldrich, Mumbai)

was poured on a fresh silicon wafer to spin coat the sub-

strate with a rotational speed of 600 rpm. The coating

thickness of the PMMA was found to be 10 nm. A drop of

the suspension with the particles in it was poured on the

coated substrate and spin coated again at 600 rpm. The

substrate with the particles is placed in an oven heated to a

temperature in the 150–200 �C range. The PMMA melts,

when it solidifies the particles are glued to the PMMA

layer, the bottom of the particle was found to be in contact

with the substrate. The substrate is stored overnight in a

dessicator.

For indentation, the particles were collected from the

flame after sub-second time exposure, on silicon wafer

substrates kept on the tongue located at the end of the

collecting arm. The exposure time is maintained as low as

possible to avoid overlapping coverage by the particles.

The particles on the substrate are stored overnight in a

desiccator prior to each experiment. The tapping mode of

the AFM was used to image the particle distribution on the

silicon wafer. Figure 1 shows such an image of particles

collected in the mid-flame region. The imaging was done

using a DLC tip of 5 nm radius at 160 Hz frequency.

Indentation experiments were done by programming the

indenter to indent at the centre of grids (5 9 6) uniformly

located in a 1 mm 9 1 mm scan area.

Indentation was performed on particles in the non-

imaging mode using a diamond cube corner tip of 40 nm

radius, 1,141 GPa Young’s modulus and 0.07 Poisson’s

ratio (Hysitron Triboindenter, Hysitron Inc., Minneapolis,

USA). The loading was maintained in the low load range to

avoid substrate effect, particle slipping, and particle

Fig. 1 Tapping mode AFM image of dispersed flame soot particle on

silicon substrate
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fracture. From the load–displacement curve, hardness was

estimated using the built-in software (based on the Oliver

and Pharr [46] analysis).

In indenting the grid carrying the soot particles the

indenter encounters (a) the silicon substrate, (b) the

agglomerates, and (c) the single particle. Figure 2a shows

three distinct classes of mechanical responses. To obtain

the hardness of single soot particles we discount the sub-

strate and agglomerate data. Separate experiments were

done (1) on the silicon wafer which gave hardness in the

10–11 GPa range and (2) on the agglomerates which gave

a hardness in the 0.05–0.1 GPa range. We assume that the

measured hardness in the 3–5 GPa range is that of single

soot particles. Figure 2b shows a typical load–displace-

ment characteristic obtained from a nanoindentation

experiment.

The soot single particle hardness data as presented on a

relative scale may be acceptable but the single particle

hardness data on an absolute scale cannot, however, be

accepted with full confidence. For the silicon wafer flat and

agglomerated particles (&1,000–1,500 nm scale) the space

indented by an indenter of 40 nm radius may be taken to be

semi-infinite spaces and the hardness value may be

assumed to be more or less correct. For the single soot

particles of 20–40 nm diameters, the 40 nm tip indents to a

residual depth of 2–4 nm. Low optical resolution imaging

possible in the nanoindenter does not permit clear imaging

of an indent. Further it was not possible to locate a nano-

indent when the substrate was transferred to an AFM

platform. A direct measurement of the contact area of an

indent was therefore not possible. Generally up to three

particles cluster together on the nanoindenter substrate

(Fig. 1). In Appendix 2 we show an image of an indenter of

a 1,000 nm diameter agglomerate. The contact area is

about 20 9 10-14 m2 which gives a hardness of about

0.1 GPa, when the indentation load is 20 9 10-6 N. There

is thus an undeniable uncertainty in the presented hardness

values of the ‘‘so called’’ single particles, compounded by

the fact that indentation of a small cluster may involve

interparticle slippage, separation of loose particles and slip

on the substrate. Young’s modulii of the soot particles,

deconvoluted using the Oliver and Pharr method [46] from

the nanoindentation data showed a large scatter. For the

agglomerate (Fig. 2a) the modulus is in the range

7 ± 5 GPa range. For all the other soot, except the one

extracted at 5 cm height of the flame, the modulus is

50 ± 15 GPa. A consistent value of 70 ± 15 GPa was

obtained for the soot extracted from 5 cm flame height.

2.2.3 Temperature Measurement

For temperature mapping temperature measurement was

carried out by a non-contact IR thermometer (Mikron

Instrument Company, Inc., USA) placed outside the com-

bustion enclosure and focused through a window opening

in the combustion enclosure. The vertical movement of

burner with proper delay periods set by the controller was

utilized to map temperature of the whole flame along the

central axis of the flame.

3 Results and Discussion

Figure 3 shows the details of a soot particle extracted from

the flame. The inset of Fig. 3b gives the FFT image of the

particles, the bright spot gives a d spacing of

d002 = 0.355 nm (Fig. 3e), a spacing greater [30–33] than

that of (d = 0.332 nm) for pure graphite. The data, taken

together with the electron diffractogram (Fig. 3d) and XRD
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(Fig. 3f) data show the soot to consist of a graphitic outer

shell exhibiting short range crystalline order in small but

(crystallographically) bent crystallites, roughly parallel and

equidistant. Such structure of a shell which has amorphous

material as its core has been designated as ‘turbostratic

graphitic’ and has been characterized by others [30–35].

The measured details of the soot morphologies (Fig. 3)

correspond well with the reported inter-crystalline spacing

[30–33] (Fig. 4a), crystallite length [30, 33] (Fig. 4a), core

size [35] (Fig. 4b), and particle size [32, 33, 35–37, 39, 42]

(Fig. 4b). We report these parameters as a function of h,

where h is the distance of the location from the flame root

along the flame central axis.

Figure 4b shows the primary particle to increase in size

with h till about h = 4 cm; at h [ 4 cm there is a reduction

in primary particle size. This trend has been reported by
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others [37, 47]. In soot formation polyaromatic compounds

coagulate [48] close to the flame root increasing the par-

ticles size with increasing distance away from the root.

Figure 4c shows a typical particle size distribution.

While there is growth there is also oxidation which tends to

reduce the size. Early work of Dobbins and Megaridis [37],

for example, reported an increase in primary particle size

till about 40 nm of height above the flame root, followed

by a reduction due to oxidation at a longer distance from

the flame root. Hurt et al. [49] report a reduction in the size

of primary particles with increasing distance from the

flame root, due to progressive sintering and collapse.

Figure 4b shows the diameter of the core to reduce

consistently with increasing h till h = 5 cm. When

h = 7 cm a distinct central (spherical) core disappears. As

the soot moves along the flame axis towards the tip the

temperature of the resident zone increases initially and then

decreases due to radiative heat transfer. Smooke et al. [48]

has underscored the importance of this phenomenon as well

as that of the corresponding oxidative increase on the

changing chemistry and morphology of soot along the flame

axis. Figure 5a shows the variations of temperature along

the flame axis, as measured in the present experiments. The

trend accords well with that predicted by Smooke et al. [48].

Replotting Fig. 4b on a temperature axis (Fig. 5b) shows the

core diameter to decrease from that at the flame root, with

increasing temperature in the high temperature zone as well

as with decreasing temperature in moving away from the

flame root. The latter trend is well explained qualitatively by

the equilibrium relations proposed by Hurt et al. [49], where

the total free energies of the system consisting of the elastic

strain energy and the orientational energy is minimized to

give the core radius. The core radius is shown to be inversely

proportional to (Tc - T), where Tc is the flame root tem-

perature and T is the temperature at any location along the

flame. The following shows that this proportionality breaks

down in a small zone above the flame root where the soot is

superheated (temperature, more than that of the flame root)

but holds further upstream in the subcooled region.
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The HRTEM images of the soot particles extracted from

the flame often did not allow a clear global demarcation of

the crystalline and disordered amorphous phases. The

HRTEM image and the extracted pattern of a particle taken

at h = 0.5 cm (Fig. 6a) shows a very thin ordered shell in a

largely amorphous bulk. The soot at this flame root loca-

tion is the most amorphous in the whole flame (minimum

shell thickness) inspite of the fact that the temperature is

lower (1,665 K) than that of an upstream superheated

region (h = 2 cm, temperature = 1,689 K, Fig. 6b). The

particle extracted at h = 2 cm (Fig. 6b) shows a clear

amorphous core surrounded by crystallites arranged radi-

ally in columns [49]. Increasing h to 5 cm (subcooled,

temperature = 1,657 K) retains the structure (Fig. 6c) but

reduces the amorphous core to 6 nm. Figure 6c shows

some pockets of disorder also in the shell. Moving further

out in the flame (h = 7 cm), Fig. 6d, and to the exhaust

(Fig. 6e), do not show any distinct core at the centre of the

particle but randomly scattered small pockets of disorder

surrounded by columnar crystallites.

Fairly soon, after the nucleation stage and in the present

case within 5 mm distance from the root, there is an ini-

tiation of surface growth which leads to the formation of a

crystalline graphitic shell around the disordered coagulated

core (Fig. 6b). The particle size growth reaches a limit in

the mid-flame region and the size reduces moving towards

the tip of the flame. In the reported literature the whole

assembly is referred to as a primary particle. It is possible

that a reduction of temperature in moving towards the

flame tip raises the strain energy of the system to a point

where the structure becomes unstable and is forced to

reorganize, yielding an altogether new phase.

We believe that the sequence of, core disorder ? (long

range) ordered shell ? ordered/disordered shell ? short

range order, in the particles that we observe in Fig. 6 with

increasing h has a major impact on the mechanical property

variation of the soot along its axis.

Figure 7a shows the hardness of single soot particles as a

function of temperature. The indent penetration, for h = 3,

4, 5 cm particles, was smaller than or the same as the shell

thickness (Fig. 6b). For the h = 0.5 cm, 7 cm and for the

exhaust particles this penetration intruded into the bulk.

We do not have any conclusive explanation for the trend

in hardness as seen in Fig. 7a. It is possible that it is simply

a bulk thermal effect where increasing temperature brings

about lowering of flow stress of the particles, as observed

in metals at temperatures above re-crystallization. Fig-

ure 7a gives a 50% fall in hardness (from 4.5 to 3 GPa) due

to about 150 K increase in temperature, where the flame

root temperature is about 1,660 K. That such a large

change in bulk hardness is caused by a modest thermal

softening of the bulk is a possible but a unlikely

explanation.

Field and Swain [50] did spherical indentation on

different carbon materials; coke and polycrystalline gra-

phitic and measured hardness values of the order of

3 GPa, a value similar to what is found for the present

soot particles. The authors suggest that the deformation of

carbon material in indentation is mechanistically con-

trolled by inter-crystalline slip along the basal plane of

the graphitic nanocrystals, besides the elastic penetration

mechanism. According to this suggestion one would

expect particles composed of stacked layers of graphite

crystallites to deform easily and yield low hardness

compared to that of particles where such mechanism is

not available as in this case of amorphous carbon

materials.

If there is no bulk thermal softening, according to this

model, the flame root soot hardness will be expected to be

higher than the hardness of all the upstream particles. In

reality it is higher than the hardness of particles collected at

the highest temperature but is lower than those of other

upstream particles.

Another possible way to rationalize the data is, in terms

of stored elastic energy. The formulation of Hurt et al. [49]

gives the elastic energy, Gelastic = C 9 E 9 s where C is a

geometric constant, E is Young’s modulus and s is the shell

thickness (the inner surface of the shell marks the order–

disorder phase boundary). By this formulation, when there

is an order to disorder phase change, in the present case

such a change happens between h = 2 and 5 cm (shell

thickness between 5 and 10 nm), the elastic energy

increases with the thickness of the outer shell of the soot

particles. Figure 7b shows an increase in Gelastic=C with

shell thickness in this range of shell thickness. Hardness

indicates resistance to dislocation glide and obstacle to

such glide increases the elastic energy of the system and

hardness. There is thus a possible correlation between

stored elastic energy and hardness where there is a clear

order to disorder transition. In the present experiments

clear order to disorder transition (Fig. 6b, c) is seen in the

5–10 nm shell thickness range, where the hardness

increases with shell thickness (Fig. 7b). The model pro-

posed by Hurt et al. [49] may thus provide a rationale for

the hardness variation when there is a clear coexistence of

crystalline and disorder phases in a soot particle. The

model may not be valid in the 0–4 nm shell thickness range

where the amorphous core predominates. Without further

corroborative experimental work it is not possible at this

stage to conclusively indicate the validity of any or a

combination of the above reasonings.

What is interesting in the results presented here is that

the friction coefficient of the particles (Fig. 7) averaged

over (0.25 lm 9 0.25 lm) scan follows roughly the same

trend as the hardness up to h = 7 cm. Numerical values

given in Fig. 7 should be taken with some caution as only a
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Fig. 6 HRTEM and processed

image of soot at a 0.5 cm,

b 2 cm, c 5 cm, d 7 cm heights

from the flame root, and e at the

exhaust
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very few out of a large number of trails gave consistent

results.

If we estimate a shear strength value s, as s ¼ lN
A , where

l is coefficient of friction, N (=300 nN) is the normal load

and A is the scan area, the value of s, with reference to

Fig. 7a varies in the 0.15–0.45 MPa range. The isotropic

shear strength si approximately calculated from the hard-

ness data si � H
6

varies in the 0.5–0.75 GPa range. This

difference of magnitude by a factor of three suggests that

the soot material is layered and the tangential force applied

on the layer plane is resisted by a weak interplanar bond.

In a previous paper [51] we had proposed a model,

based on mode II fracture mechanics, for a layered material

removal process by LFM scanning. The model was vali-

dated for layered MoS2 single particles by demonstrating

that the thickness of removed material increases mono-

tonically with applied normal load. A similar experiment

done here with a single (it may be 2 or 3 agglomerated

particles) soot particles gave a similar thickness of material

removal versus normal load characteristic as seen in

Fig. 8a. This suggests that the soot material on the appli-

cation of a lateral force is removed in layers. If this phe-

nomenon is indeed true one would expect the soot with a

pronounced graphitic layered shell structure (Fig. 3b) to be

more prone to material removal than one which mainly

consists of a disordered amorphous core (Fig. 6a, d, e).

Figure 8b shows the material removal is indeed greatest

when the soot has a thick ordered shell and least when it

has a pronounced disordered core (flame root and tip).

The present results show that the normal and shear

strengths of soot increases as the particle becomes more

disordered. The short range ordered structure of the soot

particle at the flame tip and the exhaust promotes a great

enhancement of mechanical properties over those corre-

sponding to the other parts of the flame. This enhancement

on the one hand protects the soot but may be held, on the

other hand, responsible for abrasion of tribological com-

ponents when soot is inducted into at such contacts, sus-

pended in oil.

The range of soot hardness (3–5 GPa) obtained here is

less than the range of hardness met in industrial cast iron

engine liners and piston materials which is of the order of

Brinell 700 or Rockwell C 63 (or equivalent 5–7 GPa)

[52]. On a rule of thumb basis one may not expect the

present soot particles to be capable of abrading the liners.

For comparison we used the present method to indent

particles extracted from the circulating lubricating oil of an

industrial diesel engine (as supplied to us by Indian Oil

Corporation (R&D), Faridabad, India). The hardness of the

industrial soot was found to be about 6 GPa (standard

deviation, r = ±1.5 GPa) a hardness close to what is

reported by other [53]. Such particles are likely to abrade a
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cast iron liner. We suggest that the hardness recorded here

for this laboratory soot is low in comparison with that of

the industrial soot because here a purely gaseous fuel is

used to generate soot, whereas the combustion flame in an

engine is made by burning liquid industrial fuel and the

byproduct is hard soot.

4 Conclusions

Thermophoretically sampled soot at different locations of a

flame generated by burning ethylene gas are found to have

widely different morphologies and crystallographic orders.

Moving up in the flame from the root, surface growth

occurs over the disordered core yielding a large shell of

crystalline flakes which organize themselves in a columnar

stack positioned radially. Moving towards the flame tip and

above the flame the crystalline and amorphous materials in

the soot break up and the fragments are reorganized in a

randomly distributed space where nanometric size amor-

phous islands are surrounded by stacks of very small

crystalline flakes. The hardness, friction, and resistance to

material removal of this phase, present near the flame tip

and the exhaust are high. Such properties of the strongly

ordered soot extracted from the mid-flame region are

comparatively low.
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Appendix 1

Thermophoretic Sampling

Thermophoretic sampling of soot from the flame generated

in the laboratory has been an important tool for researches

into soot [37–43]. The thermophoretic sampling method

was first developed by Dobbins and Megaridis [37]. Hurd

and Flower [38] devised a retractable sheath to protect the

grid while the probe was inserted into the desired position

in the flame. Köylü et al. [39] fabricated grids attached to a

circular recess at the tip of a stainless steel substrate that

was rapidly inserted into the flame using a double-acting

pneumatic cylinder. Sorensen et al. [40] used a ‘‘frog-

tonge’’ probe device, designed after Dobbins and Megari-

dis’s system. This device injects the grids into the flame for

a residence time of 15 ms and grids were held with their

faces in the vertical plane (parallel to the flame gas flow).

Recently, Choi and co-workers [43] analyzed the flow

disturbance in the flame caused by the probe’s motion.

Their design also involved grid cover to avoid the exposure

of flame and they used two pneumatic cylinders for

translation.

Appendix 2

See Fig. 9.
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